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Jacksonville, Alabama

made

Faculty promotion
By SUSIE IRWIN,
News Editor
For the first time in 13
years, JSU will promote five
associate professors to full
professors this year, Dr.
James Reaves, VicePresident of Academic
Affairs, said Monday.
The Council of Deans has
decided to promote five, of
the 38 faculty members
applying,
to
full
professorships in April. The
council also appointed a
"task force," representing
"all constituent groups of the

faculty, to "review options
that may broaden the basis
a" which promotions are
made."
The faculty n~ember
meeting the University
requirements for
professorship first Submits
their portfolio to the
department head of their
college. Then the department heads and Deans of the
college decide on the
nominees from that particular college. This is the
initial screening which is
d o ~ eentirely at the colleg~
level.

The portfolios are then improve through experience.
One of the main concerns
given to the council for
review. Selecting five per- of the Council of Deans was
sons, the Council of Deans to have faculty input in the
then sends those fivepo. promotion process, Dr.
rtfolios to Dr. Reaves. Dr. Reaves said. The council
Reaves will review the believes the initial screening
selections, then recommend should be done on the
the nominees to President collegedepartment level.
To the question of why only
Montgomery who makes the
promotions to full professor. five promotions will be
According to Dr. Reaves, made, Dr. Reaves said that
the council decided to since the program had not
resume the promotion been tested "we do not want
process only after several to make a large number of
meetings. Their glan is to promotions this year and
begin the process on a small possibly p r e - e m ~ t the
scale then to innovate and
(See FACULTY, Page 21
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in merchandise including
two biology lab skeletons, a
microsco~e. and
miscellaneoug &ice supplies were recovered at the
time of the arrests. Police
Chief David Nichols informed the Chanticleer that

Liddy comes to jax State

By SUSIE IRWIN,
News Editor
"I broke the law. I took a risk and I lost, but then I accepted my punishment. I went to prison," said G. Gordon
Liddy to a group of Omaha college students, during one of
his many college lectures.
Liddy maintained that Watergate was an act of political
epsionage which both parties have always conducted and
chances are continue today.

( Inside ]

By LYNN LePINE,
News Editor
Four JSU students have
been arrested in connection
with burglaries perpetrated
at BibbGraves and Ayers
Halls. Approximately $2000

G. Gordon Liddy, the mastermind of the 1972 Watergate
break-in will speak to JSU students on Wednesday, Feb, 17,
in TMB at 8 p.m.
Called the "sphinx of Watergate'' because of his refusal
for six years to explain his role in the ill-fated break-in at
the Democratic National Committee Headquarters, Liddy
now travels campus to campus, spreading his own version
of history and his own philosophy of power.
(See LIDDY,Page 2)

the four have been charged lot of Patterson Hall last
with third degree burglary. Friday. The suspect was
arrested Saturday and
In an unreleated incident, charged with first degree
a suspect has been arrested theft. The automobilehas not
and charged with the theft of been recovered and the
a 1966 Mustang. The vehicle matter is still under inwas stolen from the parking vestigation.
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Dr. Joe Reed chastises black students
By MARIA T.PALMER
their race and common suffering. When the
Dr. Joe Reed was the Afro-American small group was unable to sing through
Associati~n's special guest to open the "Lift Every Voice and Sing" (known as the
activities in celebration of Black History black national anthem), Reed's frustration
Month. A radical leader since the a's, Reed seemed to start gushing out. "Where are
is not only a brilliant lawyer, but also the your brothers and sisters?" he asked, "I
associate executive secretary of the in- wouldn't care if they weren't here, if they
fluential Alabama Education Association were in the library studying. But they
(AEA), a member of the city council of ain't," he emphasized. "How many of you
Montgomery, and a nationally recognized are registered voters?", Reed questioned.
minority leader.
When only a couple of hands went up, his
Dr. Reed didn't use any notes: he didn't anger rose. Reed named each black
need them. His message was spontaneous. fraternity and sorority on campus, "I know
He challenged the handful of black students, .them because I'm a fraternity man myself,"
hardly a representative number of the 900 he explained. "How many have voterplus enrolled in JSU, to act out their registration drives?'' he asked. A seemingly
citizenship and demonstrate their pride in
[See REED, Page 2)
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THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 1 1
8 0 0 PW
African Dance Ensemble,
Atlanta - Performance
Leone Cole Auditorium
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16
7 . 3 0 P.M.
Dr. Levi Watkins, President
Alabama State University
Theron Montgomery Auditorium

T;t\:l)AY.

FEBRUARY 18

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Black Awareness
(Building to be announced)
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22
7:30 P.M.
Fashion Show
Admission $1.50
Leone Cole Auditorium
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
7:30 P.M.
Oratorical Contest - Speeches and
Poems of and by Blacks
Round House

J,~.u.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24
7:30 P.M.
Mr. Prentice Polk, Photographer
Linking the Past with the Present
(Sociology Club)
Round House

For lnfornistion Call Student Government Office. J.S.U.
At 135.9820 E l f 490
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National Nurses' Honor
Society at JSU

Job outlook
By LYNN LePINE
News Editor
If you hope to be graduating within this decade, this article is for you. The first of a three part series on the job
outlook for the 8O's, this piece will take a look at the opportunities in education and corrections.
In the area of education, job prospects are expected to go
from bad to worse. According to Careerism, a newsletter
focused on job opportunities, annual openings for teachers
are down by a total of 3 percent. The following figures show
the percentage of growth or decline in yearly openings.
Preschool, kindergarten
Elementary School
Adult Ed. Teachers
College and University
Secondary School

18
16
12
-14
-26

Of the three positive figures, only Elementary education
has shown an increase in the growth rate of annual
openings, from 9 to 16 percent. The growth rate for
preschool and kindergarten jobs has declined substantialIy
from the last projection. The 12 percent figure for Adult
ducat ion i 8 a b i z f r o m 33 percent. The dismal percentages for high school and post-secondary openings are
overall views of the situations there. There are, however,
more jobs to be had in the m a t h and sciences than in
English and history. Openings in physical education continue to be hard to find.
Opportunities in the field of Special Education will be
good in the coming years, although the supply - demand
equilibrium will soon be reached. As the different
specialties in the field are given more definite outlines in
the school system, demand will again slightly exceed
, supply.

Februarv 11. 1982

According to Careerism, there are some more un.
conventional areas in education where the demand for
teachers is expected to be larger. With a background in
Word Processing and Transcriber Machine skills, one could
help fulfill the demand for teachers of secretarial skills.
People are also needed to teach Health Care. This would
involve the training of dental hygienists and assishants,
nurses, dieticians, etc. There is also some demand for
people to teach the newer liberal arts careers like political
science and sociology.
If you are an education major, work hard at
distinguishing yourself from the competition because with
the wide variety of graduates to choose from, school
systems can now afford to hire only the best.
Correctionsmajors take heart. Although youmay not find
yourself "in the money" with the average salary at $10,000
a year, you will probably find yourself with a job. Indications are that employment potential in this field will be
good through 1985 in all states other than AK, ID, MA, and
WV. In these states opportunities are merely stable.
In this part of the country the demand for parole and
probation officers is not as great as that for prison guards
and inspectors. In the related area of security, it is possible
that some communities will be replacing their police
departments with private security guards. This has pushed
the growth rate of openings in this field to 49 percent.
For those who find positions as corrections officers,
there is some chance for advancement to supervisory
positions.
Graduates with majors in Corrections may find it
necessary to move to another are in order to find a
desirable position.
Part 2 of this series on the Job Outlook for the 80's will
cover opportunities in health careers, computer science,
I
advertising and commercial art.

By LYNN BUNT
Professional organizations
are important in every
professional field. It is
rewarding and significant to
be around others who are in
your own chosen profession.
A nurses' national honor
society, Sigma Theta Tau,
provides such an opportunity
for nurses and nursing
students.
Nurses must have a
bachelor degree, show
outstanding nursing ability,
and display community
leadership in order to be
invited into Sigma Theta
Tau. Student nurses must
have completed one-half of
their nursing courses. This
means a student must be
either a last semester Jr. or
a Sr. Student nurses must
also have a 2.0 grade point
average and be recommended.
Sigma Theta Tau encourages its members to
participate in the "continuing education presentations". In these presentations, members and also
community leaders share
their experience and

knowledge. Students are
urged to share any of their
own research information
and knowledge.
The developments for a
JSU chapter began in the fall
of 1977. The first members
were inducted in May 1978.
Notification of their chapter
arrived in November 1981.
The charter induction is
scheduled for May 8, 1982.
Elections for
vicepresident, counselor, and
treasurer are upcoming.
Each officer serves a twoyear term. Candidated will
be announced in February
and will be elected in April.
They will be inducted in May
1982.
If you are interested in
becoming a Sigma Theta
Tau member, you need to fill
out an application. Applications may be obtained
by seeing Mrs. Camp, Ms.
Nancy Jones and Ms. Brenda
Harvey at the Lurleen B.
Wallace nursing building.
Applications must be turned
in by February 25, 1982.
Transfer students are
welcome.

Liddv
-/

Mr. Liddy has been labeled fearless to the point of
fanatical. In his lectures, he admits candidly that he once
considered assassinating columnist Jack Anderson over
supposedintelligencebreaches and how in his childhood, he
once baked and ate a rat and strapped himself to a tree to
overcome his fears.
Born in New York City in 1930, Mr. Liddy earned a
bachelor of science degree from Fordham College and a
doctor of law from Fordham Law School, where he was a
member of the Law Review.
Serving two years as an Army officer and five as a
Special Agent of the FBI, Liddy became at age 29, the
youngest man ever to serve as a Bureau supervisor in the

(Continued From Page 1)
staff of J. Edgar Hoover.
In Manhattan, he practiced international law, served as a
prosecutdr and1 made an unsuccessful bid for a .
congressional position. After returning to Washington, he
served as a Special Assistant to the Secretary of the
Treasury and its Enforcement Legislative Council before
becoming Staff Assistant to the President in the first Nixon
Administration.
During this period, Liddy served in the special investigative unit "ODESSA", later known as the "Plumbers", then became General Council to the Committee to
Re-elect the President, from which he directed the
Watergate break-in.

To college students across the country, who were no more
than nine or ten at the time of the W a t e r g e hearings,
Liddy argues the twisted misconceptions of reality in the
world today.
According to Liddy, the world is "a bad neighborhood at
2:30 in the morning and if you're a little old lady out
walk@ , then the least that will happen is your purse will
be stolen."
"But if you're a lineman from the Alabama football
team," Liddy continued, "with a club in one hand and a
submachine gun in the other, then nobody's going to mess
with you."
"And the United States," he concluded, "is becoming the
little old lady."
G. Gordon Liddy is a controversial man. But he is gaining
respect.
On Wednesday, Feb. 17, Mr. Liddy's autobiography,

Facultv
- -- - -- - - .
'

(Continued From Page 1)

number of promotions in the
future."
see this vear as an
evolutionary step," Dr.
Reaves said.
In a recent Faculty Senate
meeting, Dr. John Van
Cleave
submitted
a
resolution, which was passed
by the Senate, asking the
council to suspend action
until a "mutually acceptable
selection system" was
established.
In reference to the Faculty
Senate resolution, Dr.
Reaves said that the council
had decided that waiting for
"an acceptable system"
would only delay the
Fogram.
Dr. Reaves argues that
one reason no promotions
have recently been made is
because of the difficulty in
reaching a system which is
'hutually acceptable" to all
parties.
-'*We've taken the position

that being a full professor is
Dr. Reaves said he
the council for
more than just longevity," ~0mpl~lnents
Dr. Reaves said.
their "integrity, concern,

Reed

courage and their attempts
to move the University in a
positive direction."

(Continued From Page 1)
embarrassed audience laugh* "Instead, "inside the stadium" and watch the
they're wasting time partying. . .Every ballgame, not from a knot-hole, but from the
fraternity and sorority ought to have to be bleachers.
registered voters."
"We've been asleep," he said firmly. "We
But Joe Reed doesn't think voting is have to speak up."
enough. He urged the students to write their
Undoubtedly, when Reed speaks about the
congressmen to extend the 1964 civil rights struggles of the black people he speaks from
act; he urged them to fight against the anti- experience. After Korea, he was one of the
black, anti-poor 'policies of the "plastic original members of Martin Luther King,
cowboy" (Reagan).
Jr.'s sit-ins and a pioneer of the civil-rights
Reed also touched on some df the major struggle. Dr. Reed has been fighting ever
concerns of black communities. "I'm deeply since. Recently (1978), he was one of the 13
disturbed about black folks killing each black leaders who appealed to Pres. Carter
other. . .If we don't destroy h e , crime and had the first black appointed to a
will destroy us."
federal court. . .
Then Reed became personal again. He
But Joe Reed didn't c6me to Jacksonville
vividly personified "Mr. Discrimination" to brag (In £act, he minimized the imfor the audience. A more dangerous and portance of his accomplishments in light of
tricky character than "Mr. Segregation," what still needs to be done). Dr. Joe Reed,.
he warned. "Mr. Discrimination is all didn't drive three hours to Jacksonville on a
smiles, he'll say 'We're glad to have you, rainy night for the glory nor for the money.
Mr. Jones,' but he still won't give you a job
Joe Reed is a man with a cause and he's
'cause you're still a nigger." (Audience willing to make sacrifices of time and effort
to further it. Unfortunately, this is
claps).
After an appeal for a£firmative action, something that few students, black or white,
Reed urged the students once more to get understand.

WILL, will be on sale in Jack Hopper cafeteria from 3: 00 to
5:30 p.m. Mr. Liddy will also be signing autographs during
this time.

****************+*******
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Applications for
Membership

Students interested in ioining Phi Eta Sigma
Freshman Honor Society) should contact the
office of the Dean of College of Humanities and
Social Sciences E x t . 649.Membership Requirements Are:
1. For students who were freshmen during Fall
term, 1981, a 2.5 GPA based on a class load of at
least 12 semester hours, or;
2. For students who completed their freshman
year (32 semester hours) during Spring, Mini, or
Summer terms of 1981, a GPA of at least 2.5 for
the first 32 semester hours.
Dean Smith's office will assist interested
students in determining if they are eligible for
membership.
(

Deadline for applications is February 25th.

.************e*********
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The oldies but goodies.
That's us, a new group just
formed on campus for reentry students. After an
initial get-together of 15 reentry students a steering
committee was formed and
the date for the next meeting
set for February 16 at 3:30
p.m. at Hamrnond Hall.
The reasons for reentering the academic world
are many, some of which are
the enjoyment of a continuing education while
others may be exploring new
careers. For many, college
is a new adventure while

others may be finishing a
degree or pursuing graduate
work.

hopes to-provide a source of
enjoyment and sppport
during their college career.

The reentry student isn't a
new breed but one whose
numbers are larger than
ever before. Today an
average of one out of every
three college students isover
the age of 25.

Why not hobble to Hammond Hall on February 16 at
3:30 p.m. and join them.
Please bring any and all
suggestions as to what the
group can do to help enrich
your college career as a reentry student.

Because they are older
their responsibilities and
personal goals tend to be
different from those of the
typical college age student.
The reentry student group

For more information
contact Dr. Thomas, History
Dept. ; Dr. Whartenby,
Economics Dept. or Dr.
McDade, Psychology Dept.

Maintenance department deserves recognition
By LYNN LePINE
This university employs 54 people who,
with little recognition and no applause, go
daily about the business of keeping JSU
from crumbling to the ground. It is quite
unspectacular, this job of maintenance, but
without these people we would freeze in
February and sizzle in September. There
would be no hot showers, no neatly trimmed
lawns, and every circuit, switch, and wire
that keeps the power humming would fall
rapidly into decay.
The man who keeps our Maintenance
Department running smoothly is Jim
McArthur, University Engineer for nine
years. Mr. McArthur feels that Maintenance
is an important part of the university as a
whole. Besides providing certain direct

servlces to the sturlents such as helping with
dead car batteries and supplying water
hoses for car washes (they don't grow on
trees, you know) Maintenance employs nine
crews whose work benefits all.
A forthcoming project for the Maintenance people will be approximately $3.7
inillion worth of renovation and construction. This will be paid for by the Public
School and College Authority with bond
issue money.
As a helpful hint, Mr. McArthur added
that people come by the dorms every day to
pick up work orders, but that complaints
can also be called in. Student feedback is
important, so if you need something fixed,
help by letting Maintenance know. They'll
be glad to do what they can to solve the
problem.

I
i

TON16HT FEB. 11

7:W & 9:30
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NEXT THURSDAY
FEE, 18th

"LADY AND THE TRAMP" PLAYS FEB. 24th
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Editorials

Of missing people

Her car was found parked outside, locked.
The books she had been studying were spread out over a

table. The laundry she had been waiting on was still in the
washeteria.
But Rebecca Suzanne Howell, 26, was gone.
There were signs of a possible struggle. Her boyfriend
had been working not a block away at one of the local
nightspots. A search party was formed there Saturday to
look for her. Another, consisting of about 200 people, mostly
employees from Federal Mogul Distribution Center,
whereMiss Howell worked, joined in to help. State troopers
had given up the search, for a while, because waters were
too high after last weeks rain to go on.
We can already look back and learn from this experience.
Jacksonville's a small town, but even small towns aren't
safe between twelve-thirty and two o'clock in the morning.
Becky was a part time student here, and a s of today signs
have been posted all over campus: "Please Save Becky's
Life."

If you saw anvthing at all
Wednesday night, Feb. 3,
from 11 p.m. Yill 2 a.m.
Thursday at or near
Norge Village Laundry
Please Call Chief Nichols
at 435-2500.

You are responsible
By SUSlE IRWIN
Every JSU student should realize the importance of
taking responsibility-for themselves.
Living under the conditions in which we do today, the true
meaning of the word "safe" is virtually unknown. It is not a
pleasant thought, but the reality of the situation was
revealed to every JSU student last week.
Recent improvements in campus security are for the
protection of jhe students. The additional lighting in formerly dark parking areas will in no doubt make the areas
safer.
Also, for the first time this school year, the campus police
have enlisted the aid of student patrolmen, to help in
patroling the campus at night. Their purpose is to suggest
and maintain order therefore perhaps curtailing any wrong
doing.
Some students might argue that the constant sight of
uniforms create a rigid, strict atmosphere'in which to spend
their college days. However, the campus is safer, and that
is the important thing.

The mnticleer, established a s a student newspaper at
Jacksonville State in 1934, is published each Thursday by
students of the University. Signed columns represent the
o~inionof the writer while unsimed editorials represent the
opinion of the Executive Editorkl ~ommittee.Editorials do
not necessarily reflect the policy of the JSU administration.
The Chanticleer offices are located on the bottom floor of
the Student Commons Building, Room 104.
All correspondenceshould be directed to I h e Chanticleer,
Box 56, Jacksonville State University, Jacksonville,
Alabama, 36265.
,

-

THE C H A N l ' X m STAFF: Editorial Board
Editor, Randy Hartley; Living Editor, Marla Pelmer;

SportsEditor, Tim Slrickland; News Editore, S a t e Irwin
& Lynn W h e ; Sfatf A s s h b t , Uz Howle; Contributing
Writers: Jon Hughes,Allson Andmm, Michael Palmer,
Joan Weddh@@n,
Alicia Iltteret, Pat Forreeter, I&
Hmeyeatt, Brenda Dees, Carla Wheeler, Jaqa*
Foote,Kim Whitehead, Shed Willfams, Bruce Maneher
and Lisha Brown; -he88
and Ad Manager, Stewe
Foster; JSU Photographer, Opal bvett.

But we cannot stop there. Student safety begins with the
student.
For those students living on campus, the risks are o b
vious. Many young people may take unnecessary advantage of the freedom of living away from home, in an
apartment or a dormitory room, but remember, since there
is no one to answer to, there might be no one there should
you call for help. So the responsibility lies within yourself.
The answer is to take no unnecessary risks, like walking
alone at night, parking in dark places, allowing doors to go
unlocked and especially, going places and not telling
anyone where you are going or when you will return.
Remember, you cannot isolate yourself with precautions,

but you can make yourself less vulnerable.
Commuting students have the problem of traveling the
highways, sometimes alone at night, and the demand for
caution is great. Sharing rides and letting others know your
schedule will make your commuting safer.
Everyone on campus, the administration, faculty and the
University employees, all have to guard against any
unknown danger to their safety.
Remember, it is not cowardice to be concerned about
your own life--just sensible. And no matter how concerned
others are about your welfare, the campus police, your
family or your friends, you are the only one you can rely on
should a threatening situation arise.
Value yourself and your safety, and encourage others to
do the same.

The purpose of Black
History Month is explained
By L. N. SHARP,JR.
Dr. Carter G. Woodson

a vision in the minds of us

was convinced that unless
black peoples' history was
told; they (it) would become
a negligible factor in the
world. So in 1915, he founded
the Association for the Study
of Black Life and History. He
saw the need for a special
time each year to call attention to his peoples' contributions to the history and
culture of this country and
the world. Thus, Black Week
came about beginning the
second Sunday m February.
The objective being to select
the week which would include both February 12 (the
birthdate of Abraham
Lincoln) and February 14
(the birthdate of Frederick

Black History Month is the
vehicle by which white and
black Americans can join
together in building better
racial understanding
especially in areas where
false generalizations and
stereotypes have been
developed to separate people
rather-than to unite them.
Black Americans will soon
look upon Black History
Month as a thing of the past.
Our history shall become a
vital part in school
curriculum for both black
and white children.. .just a s
European history, which is
taught 365 days per year in
every segment of American
society.

all.

Guestitorial
Douglas, the great liberator in spite of the inhumane
for black people). However, treatment exercised against

as you now know the entire them a s a people by racist
month of February has been
designated Black Histofy
Month.
Black History Month is the
one time of year when
African Americans reflect
and give thanks to God for
never losing their humanity

individuals and governments
throughout American
society and in many parts of
the mother land (Airica).
African American people,
poor people, and white
people must remember that
freedom and justice remains

February 11, 1982
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Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:
Many of we college
students take courses simply
because it is a requirement
levied by the College, and
eke out a "passing" grade.
We barely come away with
any of the knowledge that is
imparted by the instructor,
and even less of that from
the other students.
Through life's journey my
pause at JSU has been a
brief one, but I would like to
express my gratitude to each

Young
Republicans meet
A meeting of the Young
Republicans will be held
Monday Feb. 15 at 3:00 in
Room 333 Mah. Anyone
interested and all members
are urged to attend.

Membership
extended
The JSU Circle of Omicron
Delta Kappa is currently
accepting applications to be
considered for membership.
Juniors and seniors are
eligible. Also eligible are
graduate students, alumni,
faculty and administration
members.
Omicron Delta Kappa is a
national Leadership society
which recognizes students
who maintain a high
academic standing while
participating in various
campus actiyities.
The JSU Circle of Omicron
Delta Kappa has been very
active this year.
Faculty advisor is Dr.
Christopher Norsfield in the
Mathematics Department of
Martin Hall. The deadline
for applications is Tuesday,
February 16.

ODK meets
Omicron Delta Kappa will
meet at 5:15 on February 16
in the Gold Room of Bibb
Graves Hall. Dr. Ron White
will be the featured speaker.
Members attending should
bring any ODK applications
they have collected with
them. The applications will
be screened at the meeting to
be held on Thursday, Feb. 18
at 3:15, also in Bibb Graves.

Phi Beta Lambda
hosts speaker
Phi Beta Lambda Business
Fraternity will have a
meeting February 17 at 5:00
p.m. in Room 218 of Merrill
Building. Our speaker will be
a corporate interviewer
from Atlanta, Georgia and
he will be speaking on "What

and everyone of my instructors for the knowledge
they imparted to me.
Especially I would like to
thank the following: Mrs.
Hilda Norton, who guided me
through the frightening
experience of English 102
and provided the basis to
communicate via the written
word; Dr. Ron Whetstone,
who gave me the direction
and confidence to survive
Biology 101, and prepared
me for the second half of the

course; Last but not least,
Dr. Mickey Starling, who
provided an insight and
respect for the law; both
Constitutional and Criminal.
Lastly, thanks toall of my
classmates who shared the
anxieties of the exams and
the sigh of relief at their
completion, for each of you
contributed
to
my
educational experience.
Dan Barben
Class of "82"

Dear Editor,
We, concerned residents of
an unnamed dormitory, have
on occasion confronted
massive unsanitary conditions upon using the dormitory bathroom facilities.
For example, the excessively degenerating
conditions of the sinks,
brought on by the hair
cutting practices of a few
inconsiderate residents.
Granted, this practice harms

an interviewer looks for
The public is cordially CEC meets
during an interview". All invited to a continental
members are encouraged to breakfast preceding the
The Council for Exattend and new members are workshop at 8:30 a.m.
welcome.
The regular gallery hours ceptional Children held its
are 2-4 p.m. Monday through first meeting of the Spring
Flying club
Fridav. or bv a ~ ~ o i n t m e n t .Semester on Thursday,
January 28.
needs pilots
The members talked about
SAA
presents
the
success of the Christmas
A new organization will be
party.
They also looked at
forming for all interested giveaway
pictures taken a t the
students. The JSU Flying
The Student Accounting Christmas party and the
Club is now looking for pilots
and non-pilots. Call 435-2165 Association presents the members read thank-you
Great Car Stereo Giveaway. notes they received from the
for more information.
The JSU Snow and Water You may win a Pioneer schools.
Sharon Moore, president of
Ski Club is now forming and stereo AM-FM with casette
C.E.C.,
has been nominated
looking for all interested player and speakers for your
to
represent
JSU for Special
students. Skiers of all skill car. Ticketsmay be obtained
Education
Student
of the
levels welcome. Trips to be from any SAA member,
Year
award.
planned and fun for all. Call starting February 15.
The next C.E.C. meeting
Listen to 92J for details.
435-2165 for more inwill
be held on February 17
Stereo system courtesy of
formation.
discuss
the Super Conto
Car Stereo Warehouse,
to
be
held in Birference
Gadsden, AL.
mingham.
Ceramic workshop
he Jacksonville State
Universitv Art Demrtment
and the Friends of:the Arts
will co-sponsor an exciting
ceramic workshop with
Sandra Blain, professor at
the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville and the Director of
the Arrowmont School of
Arts and Crafts in Gatlinburg. Sandra Blain has
exhibited her work in the
Southeast. Most recently she
was one of four Americans1
invited to exhibit in the
Museum of Decorative Arts
in Belgium. She exhibited in
the Contemporary Baskets
Invitational in Rochester,
New York this past year.
An exhibit of her most
recent work, basket forms in
clay, is on display until
February
20th.
The
workshop
has
been
rescheduled for Saturday,
February 20th from 9:00
a.m. - 2:00 p.m. The
workshop will focus on the
developmentof basket forms
in clay.
For information about the
exhibit or workshop please
contact Dr. Ernilie E. Burn,
Head, Department of Art,
Jacksonville
State
University, 435-9820 or Peg
Caffee, president, Friends of
the A&.

Health Careers
Club to meet

Poetry con test

JSU Health Careers
meet at 4:30 On
nesday, March in Martin
Hal1. Anyone
in
AnnistOn
Practice Center is invited to
attend. Dr.
discuss the
the
Practice Center
with the group. Further
i"fOrmatiOnmaybe
Dr. Fred Gant, Room
130, Martin Hal1.

International Publications
is sponsoring a National
College Poetry Contest-Spring Concours 1982- open
to all college and university
students desiring to have
their poetry anthologized.
CASH PRIZES will go to the
top five poems:
$100, first place; $50,
second place; $25, third
place; $15, fourth place; and
$10 for fifth place.
AWARDS of free printing
for
ALL
accepted

no one when sufficiently
cleaned, but disregarded
hair clippings tend to cluster
and degenerate collecting
human secretions and
generally can become a
breeding
ground
for
biological problems. This is
not the lone problem. I, as a
user, cannot comprehend
this problem in flushing a
urinal after use. This action,
seemingly requires only a
minimal amount of actual
physical exertion. I cannot

see a resulting heart attack
from such an action.

manuscripts in our popular,
handsomely bound and
copyrighted anthology,
AMERICAN COLLEGIATE
POETS.
The deadline is March 31.
Contest
Rules
and
Restrictions :
1. Any student is eligible to
submit his or her verse.
2. All entries must be
original and unpublished.
3. All entries must be
typed, double-spaced, on one
side of the page only. Each
poem must be on a separate
sheet and must bear, in the
upper left hand corner, the
name and address of the
student a s well as the college
attended. Put name and
address on envelope also!
4. There are no restrictions
on form or theme. Length of
poems up to fourteen lines.
Each poem must have a
separate title. (Aviod Untitled" !) Small black and
white illustrations welcome.
5. The judges' decision will
be final. No info by phone!
6. Entrants should keep a
copy of all entries a s they
cannot be returned. Prize
winners and all authors
awarded free publication
will be notified immediately
after deadline. I.P. will
retain first publication rights
for accepted poems. Foreign
language poems welcome.
7. There is an initial one
dollar registration fee for the
first entry and a fee of fiftv
cents for each additional

poem. It is requested to
submit no more than ten
poems per entrant.
8. All entries must be
postmarked not later than
the above deadline and fees
be paid, cash, check or
money order, to:
INTERNATIONAL
PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box
44-L, Los Angeles, CA

There are a few more
concerns, but the general
point has been made.
Practicing a little hygiene
never hurt anyone. Besides,
showing a little consideration for your fellow
human being is always a nice
rule to follow, it can't hurt!
Concerned Residents

90044.

Missing pictures ?

A package of pictures of
this young lady arrived at
the wrong address and has
been turned in to the Mimosa
room (Theron Montgomery
Building 103). She can claim
them by contacting Mrs.
Lovett.

Blood Drive

1

There will be a blood drive
February 24 and 25 from 11
to 5 in the Leone Cole
AudiQElylll.

I

I

I

Interview schedule
Thursday, 1 1 t h

(FBI)
Federal Bureau o f I n v e s t .

Tuesday, 1 6 t h

Cobb County Schools

ihursdzv, 1 9 t h
Thursdav.

18th

I

Birmingham, AL

Accounting ONLY
Teachers

P a r k e r H a n n i f i n Company

M a r i e t t a , GA
J a c k s o n v i l l e , AL
H u n t s v i l l e , AL

Hormel Company

A t l a n t a . GA

Sales ONLY

Sales
any m a j o r f o r t r a i n e e

Decatur, GA

Teachers

A l l e d u c a t i o n majors

JCPenney Company

A t l a n t a , GA

Comsuter Science

Birmingham T r u s t N a t l .Bank

Birmingham, AL

U.S.

Navy R e c r u i t i n g Team

DeKalb County s c h o o l s

Accounting ONLY
e s p e c i a l l y math, sc.. sp. e d u c a t i o n
A1 1 e d u c a t i o n majors

I

Computer Science MAJORS
A l l business Majors

I
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Upon having a headache
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NEW

offer from the oldest and largestT
truly international book club.

"A Better Way To Buy Books"

The Academic Book Club has expanded
the idea of a traditional book club into
a completely new and unique concept.

-

SAVE 20 40%

comfort me. For now, :01 decibels is my maximum
tolerance (at .02, or a fly landing nearby) I become
dangerous.
Do you get the picture? Ah! You won't be able to tell what
this has done to my handwriting, 'cause this article will be
typed, but with my vision blurred and my coordination shot.
I can't tell between my "b's" and 9's" myself.
By now, you should feel sorry for me. I do.
But, everything has a positive side. I've learned a lot
from this past three miserable days. 1) Yoga doesn't work.
2) Transcendental meditation doesn't work. 3) Standing on
your head makes things much worse. 4) If you take 8 difIt occurred to me, upon realizing I had not written my
ferent pills you're sure to end up sick, 5). It's not your
column, just how many times I have not had a headache.
byfriencs fault, and screaming makes you feel worse and
Unfortunately,it has taken this pounding feeling inside my
him less compassionate, 6) ~tis a pain trying to be funny at
SMltomakeme feel that not having a headache is indeed a
my own expense. 7) It must be a wonderfulthing not to h a g
blessing.
a headache.
If you're wondering what it feels like, I can satisfy Your
I imagine my last point would apply to stomach ache
Curiosity in minute detail. See, for four days now, I've been
toothache or any other unpleasant physical condition
trying to study for Dr. Rose's exam. Many times I've had to
(although, objectively, I can assure you none can be so
close my notes in despair and resorted to walking UP and
terrible as a pounding headache). So if you don't have an
down the living room analyzing the symptom and w i n g to
ache, if your vision is not blurred, if your senses are not
apply yoga to my aching head.
responding with an increased sensitivity which makes you
Anyway, back to what it feels like. First, it feels as if my
hit the roof when a door is opened, consider yourself forsinuses were filled with lead or some even heavier stuffingtunate.
up material. My brain feels swollen (can't be from exGood health is a delicate, undeserved ( ! ) blessing. If you
cessive use, I assure you) and my eyes hurt--es~eciall~ are healthy, enjoy yourself, but please be considerate of us
when a bright light (such as our 2' 5 watt lamp) shines into
less fortunate creatures: don't h e , wear rubbersoled
them.
shoes, speak softly and don't tell us we look awful. I'v~ebeen
As regards to noise, not even David and his harp could known to turn violent.

ON ANY BOOK IN PRINT!

SAVE up to 80%

lMaria Palmer
Living Editor

The Pertelote

Dean, Pass appointed summer rnissionari
By KIM WHITEHEAD
He spent his '81 summer in
rural Lawrenceville, a
village in upstate New York
with less than 200 citizens.
Working out of a church
building that had been
bought for $600.00 after being
"closed due to lack of interest,". Harold Dean served
as a summer missionary
through the Alabama Baptist
Student Union.
Dean is one of two
Jacksonville
State
University students and fifty
collegians from around the
state who were recently
appointed to spend ten weeks
of the upcoming summer
working through a number of
ministries in places across
the 'OunW
and abroad*
Serving as BSU-sponsored
summer missionary for the
third c~nsecutiveyear, the
junior majoring in
and drama will be spending
his
term in
Mary1and,
junior Avis
Pass
be
in the
capita1 of
innerHarrisburg
and Christian
ministries.
Dean be
innercity areas with the
Time Wagon, an entertainment facility that
brings activities like puppet
shows, games, and stories to
ldds in the parks and neighborhoods where
live.
"1 am looking forward to

JSU's Literary Magazine
will be
distributed
TUES., FEB. 16th
The
will feature
the creative works of campus
writers and artists.

on selected titles.
NO GIMMICKS;
NO HIDDEN CHARGES;
AND NO HARD SELL
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Kent crowned Miss Northeast Alabama

this
because it will
be a different type of work
than I have done before and
it will be a good experience,"
he ,id.
D,,
plans to enter the
field of mistian missions.

Pass is a nursing *or
who plans to take up a public
health career and she
remembered, "We were
sitting there at the $ppointment service when they
called out my name. I just
sat there and ~ a r o l dkind of
nudged me and said, 'Hey,
that means you've been
appointed.' I was so excited.9t
c4h
the back of my mind,
midons has always been
special to me,]? she continued.

By LYNN BUNT
The twelfth annual "Miss Northeast
Alabama Scholarship Pageant" was held in
the Leone Cole auditorium on Thursday
night, February 4. Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Fraternity sponsored the exciting event.
Miss Teresa Cheatham (former Miss
Alabama) was the Mistress of ceremonies.
Thirteen young women competed for the
title. Among the thirteen were Kim Deerman, Kim Dismukes, Angela Evans,
Susannah Gaines,
Robin Hammond,
According to Dean, who Laura Kent, Rhonda Kiser, AngellaAngelle
serves a s Chairman of Landaihe,
L ~ mchelle
,
~ i urn
~
for the Reaves, Sandra Spellman and Angela Stepp.
32 The contest consisted of competition in the
JSUstudents were appointfl four categories of evening gown, swimsuit,
through either the Baphst talent, and
int-ew.
Student Union or the
After all the points had been counted and
was quiet, the famous U-O~~W
was
Southern Baptist ConStepp, a 2&yw old Jr. at
vention's Home Mission heard.
Board last Year. The J.s.u., was named 2nd alternate. She was
deadline for applying for the awarded a beautiful bouquet of flowers.
Program thro&h the latter Ang& Landaiche, an avid music fan, was
has not passed yet and the -4
lst alternate, She was awarded a
is still on for students one-semester tuition scholarship ta J.S,U,
who feel that and a bouquet of flowers. Miss Laura Kent
On
their talents could be utilized was crowned the new
~ortheast
thfough this minis@,
Alabama. Along with the soh and flowers,
~ d .
Miss Kent also won a %semester scholarship
''It's a very worthwhile to J.s.u., a tuition scholarship to Southern
e x ~ e r i a c eto those who are Fashion Institute of Birdngham, a
willing to spend their modeling scholarship to M
~ school
~ of ~
Summer serving God and visual poise, rnembemp to Naufflm Heal&
Sharing Him with others," he club, and a ph&pa&y setting, Miss Kent
commented.
also won the talent award with a m a y

,

from "My Fair Lady". For this she received
a silver Revere bowl and a $100.00 cash
scholarship.
Laura Kent is no newcomer to this
pageant. In 1980, she won the title of 2nd
alternate in the Miss Northeast Alabama
Scholarship Pageant. She was 1st alternate
under the 1981 Mi- Northeast Alabama,
Amanda Smith.
She has been a student at J.S.U. for 3
years and is a member of Zeta Tau Alpha.
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Kent.
Miss Kent will go on to the Miss Alabama
Pageant
'
~in June. Hopefully, she will go from
America
there to Atlantic City and the
Pageant.
C4Xlgrag~lations and Good
.
"
Luck tQ YOU, Miss Kenti
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Drama department
announces cast for
'An Italian Straw Hat'

Backbeat B , Jon Hughes

The cast for JSU's spring production, "An Italian Straw
Hat" is preparing to open Feb. 24 at 8 p.m.
The action of the play, a French farce written in the 19th
Century, focuses on a wild chase for a special hat in the city
of Paris. This comic search for the elusive hat creates
havoc at an elegant dinner party, complicates a romantic
interlude, intensifies a rocky marriage, and interrupts
marital bliss.
This type of play continues to be popular due to its humor,
rapid pace and lively dialogue. True to form, this French
farce also has a large cast-25 JSU students.
Featured are Toby Crawford as Fadinard, Steve Webb as
Nonancourt, Scott Whorton as Beauperthuis, Byron Cole a s
Emile, Michelle Nix a s Helene and Laura West as Anais.
Also performing are Jeff Scott as Vezinet, Tom Hall as
Tardiveau, Scott Floyd as Bobin, Mike Kelly as Felix, Stact
McCain as Achille, Linda Townsend as the Baroness, Alison
Andrews as Clara, Lori Tate a s Virginie, Paige Smith as
Clothilde, Eric Wishner as the Corporal and Barry Stanfield
as the servant of the Baroness.
Members of the wedding party and guests of the Baroness
include Donna Anthony, Valery Hurst, Amy Uhl, Ronda
Nevels, Debbie Smith, Kim Cosper, Lisa Coffey, Bobby
Upton, Dennis Shears, David Davis and Glenn Rivers.
Guardsmen are Jim Porch and Richard Gallagher.
The play will be presented Feb. 2427 at 8 p.m. nightly at
the Ernest Stone Performing Arts Center. Reservations can
be obtained by calling 435-9838 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Mondays through Fridays. The box officewill open Feb. 15.
Admission is $2 for students and $3 for non-students.
-By N. KarlovichSmith

-

'An Italian Straw Hat'

KD.E alive and working
Kappa Delta Epsilon is
alive and working this
semester. Our first meeting
for the spring semester was
January 27. The guest
speaker was Dr. Olander
from the Center for Individualized Training. Dr.

of the
program 9 and
then took everyone to the
center to get a first hand look
at how the program worked.
This was a unique experience for the KDE
members and we hope to
help Dr. Olander and his

What is this phenomenon ,called "beach music"?
Perhaps you've heard mention of what is affectionately
known as beach music and of "shagging" to the beach beat.
Lest I mislead you, the beach beat has nothing todo with the
Beach Boys, Jan and Dean, surfboards, GTO's, or even
southern California. On the contrary, you'll be delighted to
learn that beach music is a product of our south.
It began in the Carolinas, on the resort beaches, in
pavilion juke boxes. The beach was common ground for
everyone - they came, they played, they danced as their
favorite records became part of the memory. And they took
these memories, this music, away with them. Though they
went West and North, it remained in their minds "the
Sound of the South". And it remains today as fresh and joy
evoking as it was then.
It is music that pulses like blood at low tide, sways and
shakes with easy energy. You have to realize that beach
music has always been a southern name for what has been
known world-wide as rhythm and blues. And though it
embraces a variety of styles, sounds, and hybrids of music,
it still relates directly to songs of R&B influence.
How would you h o w the beach beat if you heard it? Here
are a few examples which might serve as a guide:
Anything by the Drifters ("Under the Boardwalk")
Anything by the Dominoes ("Sixty-Minute Man")
Sam and Dave ("Soul Man")
Coasters ( "Searchin'")
Archie Bell and the Drells ("Tighten Up")
Chairman of the Board ("Give Me Just a Little More
Time")
Bruce Channel ("Hey Baby")
And these are only a few that are very well known. There
are scores of others.
R&B has been neglected pretty much by black and white
audiences alike. Only a few obscure collectors and esoteric
publications praise and catalogue its important place in
rock history. R&Bwas the music Elvis grew up on; his first
recordings were greatly R&B remakes. ("Hound Dog",
"Good Rockin' Tonight", et.al.) And Paul, John, and
George (the writing Beatles) each point to early R&B,
Motown, and James Brown recordings as inspiration. After
all, maybe as Junior Wells said, "It's all soul."
Shag on.

Kappa Delta Epsilon's
next meeting will be
Tuesday, February 16 at 3:30
in room 311 of Ramona
Woods Building. This will be
a working meeting to
prepare for the Atlanta
Convention in March. We

ELLEN MclLLWAlNE
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Greeks
selected little sister of the
KAPPA ALPHA REPORT
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
We the brothers of the Eta week. ATO the only way to
By-sIsK
Theta Chapter of Alpha Tau go.
Fantastic is the best word
Omega would like to thank
to describe the mixer last
DELTA CHINEWS
all those who came by for our
Friday night with Delta
By N A N L. MILIS
open party last Thursday.
Zeta. The theme was cartoon
Delta Chi would like to characters. Some of the
We hope that everyone had a
great time. Everybody be welcome our new pledges characters attending were
sure and go to Strangers into associate membership. Dennis the Menace, Pig Pen,
tonight because we are We have eight young men Underdog, and Snoopy.
sponsoring an open party who we think can help us out Thanks Delta Zeta for a
and the band will be a lot.
great mixer.
"Cruisamatic". Come by
We would like to thank
and party with us tonight. everybody who attended our
Formal rush is over and
western last Thursday and the Delta Phi chapter of the
Our basketball team has remind all the young women Kappa Alpha order has 7 new
been doing very good but lost on campus that tonight is the pledges. These are all outa heartbreaker this past last night for little sister rush standing young men .Wildcat
week to Delta Chi. They play at Delta Chi.
rush is underway and anyone
again this week and it
who is interested in finding
promises to be a very good
We would like to out more about Kappa Alpha
game. The Spartan Warriors congratulate our basketball is invited to come by the
have had a perfect season so team on their fine play last house anytime.
far 0-3 and have been having week. They are playing
Greek week is coming on
the most fun of all. Both of great and it showed by fast and Kappa Alpha is
our teams have a loyal beating a tough ATO team. looking forward to comfollowing of fans who root for ,Spiritinglast week's team to peting with the other
the Taus and laugh with the victory were Frank Wester fraternities for the Greek
Warriors.
and John Sexton. Delta Chi Week Trophy.
would like to recognize
The KA Rebels are still
Everybody make sure you Wayne Rice for being on the
raffeling
away a $200 turnstart hitting those books now cover of "Frontiersmen"
table
for
just
$1 a ticket. If
so that the midterm exams magazine.
you are interested in this
don't come as a big surHse.
As always we are offering great chance just contact
an open invitation to in- any pledge, little sister or
The brothers congratdate terested men on ,campus to brother.
Chris Bowman for doing come by anytime. Wildcat
such a good job around the rush is open until February
house. Also, congratulations 19. We also invite the young
KAPPA SIGMA REPORT
go to Ross Henry for women on campus to come
By KENT BAGWJELL ,
exemplifying leadership and by tonight for little sister
The Lambda Gamma
to Donna Bishop for being rush.
Chapter of the Kappa Sigma

PI KAPPA
PI REPORT
By R.L. FOWER
The brothers of the Delta
Epsilon chapter of Pi Kappa
Phi were honored with a
recent visit from our field
secretary, Steve Popikas.

Nu
would
like
to
congratulate the new
pledges for this semester
and would like to thank
everyone for dropping by the
house during our wildcat
parties. We would also like to

Steve's thoughts and ideas
on various aspects of
The event was the most fraternity were greatly
successful of any Valentines appreciated.
party ever before, so this
past Wednesday night was
Thursday night Feb. 11we
another one for the Sigs. .
will have another infamous
roof-raising open party.
Starduster initiation for Everyone is invited to atKappa Sigma little sisters tend; so come prepared.
will be held Monday night at
9:30, Feb. 15. This a great
After a well fought battle,
honor for these girls and for Pi Kapp lost a thriller to
us. We cherish all our little Omega Psi Phi last Thursisters and we are especially sday 40 to 38. We fully intend
proud of our Stardusters.
to redeem ourselves this
Kappa Sigma will be Sunday against ATO.
raffling off a keg of beer to
Spring rush produced a
be given away Saturday, quality group of men for Pi
Feb. 20, at the Troy State Kapp. We are very proud of
basketball game. The winner these fellows and expect
will be announced during great things from them.
halftime. Brothers, Star- They are: Kerry Nabors,
dusters, and pledges will be Glenn Diafacoma, David
selling tickets.
Carnes, Mike Gibson, Mike
Burkhalter,
Shannon BenOur formal is finally set
ton, Carl Haywood and John
for April 16and 17. We will be Brernmer .
traveling to Destin, Florida
SIGMA NU
for a weekend of fun in the
By JOHN VALDES. JR.
sun. We are looking forward
We the brothers of Sigma
to it with great eagerness.

congratulate three new
brothers into the Legion of
Honor. They are: Bob Pitts,
Butch Ferguson and John
Valdes Sr.

fraternity this week has been
characterized by the wonderful feeling that Valentine's Day brings to most of
us here a t Jacksonville
State. To exemplify the
excitement of Valentine's,
Kappa Sigma had its annual
Valentines Bash for the
brothers and little sisters.

The little sisters are in
final preparations for their
annual Valentine's Day
Party which will be held this
Saturday for the brothers
and dates. So far e;erything
has been kept secret so it will
be a real surpise. The little
sisters are also planning a
fund raising project and we
hope everyone will help
support them.
In sports, Sigma Nu was
inactive last week, but we'll
soon be on the courts again
looking for a victory; and
how 'bout them Gamecocks.
We hope everyone will show
up for their last seven games
and cheer them on to the No.
1 spot in the conference. So
until next week, walk in the
way of honor, follow a Sigma
Nu.

Sorority News
ALPHA XI DELTA
By JANICE THOMAS
The sisters of Alpha Xi
Delta would like to welcome
our new pledges to our
wonderful sisterhood. The
new pledges are: Debbie
Douglas, Rome, Ga.; Suzan
Davis, Anniston; Carol King,
.Ft. Payne; Kerry Perry,
Cullman; Kim Walker;
B i i g h a m ; Teresa Tidmore, Section. We are all
very proud of these pledges
and we know they will be a
big asset to our sorority.
. Alpha a s have also chosen
seven new Big Brothers this
semester. They are Vernon
Colette, Burt Grisham, Bart
Grisham, Howard Ayers,
Vance McNeal, Bull Kay,
and Wyoman McClendon.
We are so happy to have
them as part of Alpha Xi.
Two very important officers were overlooked in the
list of new officers. They
were Lisa Glenn, Membership Chairman and Joan
Williams, historian.
Thanks go out to Lisa
Glenn for making our Spring
Rush party a huge success.
We
appreciate
her
dedication.
Last week's sister of the
week was Kathy -Owen and
this week's was Lisa Glenn.

Congratulations to both.
The sisterhood retreat was
a lot of fun this weekend;
Alpha Xis would like to thank
Shelia Brownlow for the use
of her house on Lake Weiss.
It was great.
Lisa Reaves did a great
job in the Miss Northeast
Alabama pageant.
Happy Valentine's Day !

DELTA ZETA
By VICKDE STEPHENS
The sisters of the Lambda
Gamma Chapter of Delta
Zeta would like to announce
and welcome nine new
pledges to ow sisterhood.
They are: Jackie Butler,
Tyrra Embry, Amy Hubbard, Martha Hudson, Anita
Reed, Vickie Sanford, Lori
Silvers, Janet Young and
Cathy Dernpsey.

Thank you Kappa Alpha!
Friday Feb. 5, Delta Zeta
and KA had a pledge swap
and mixer. The theme was
Cartoon Characters. There
were many original and
and a
great time was had by all.
*Congratulations to the
winner and contestants of

and we'd like to wish them
luck
throughout
the
remainder of the season.
Super job girls, we're behind
you all the way!
Sincere congratulations go
Wed. Feb. 10was Delta Z's out to Wendy Armistead and
first open party a t JSU football standout Calvin
"Strangers".
Rackley who were recently
engaged. Best wishes to both
Also the Delta Zetas are of you! We'd also like to
once again selling "Hickies" extend congratulations to
for Valentine's Day. They Tars Atkinson who was
are on sale in front-of ~ a c k chosen Pledge of the Week.
Hopper Cafe. So buy one or We're proud of you.
two for your sweetie and
Every year the Phi Mu's
have it delivered Free on
choose a Big Brother of the
campus.
Year and we're proud to
announce this year's
PHI M u
recipient is Calvin Rackley.
By MICHELE HEFFERLY We appreciate all you've
This past week the Phi done for Phi Mu, Calvin!
Mu's lpd an enlightening
The
excitement
is
Chapter Development
Program. Jax State campus mounting a s the Phi Mu's
police officer, Pearle count down the final hours
Williams, cued the Phi Mu's remaining before the
on the art of self-defense for departure to Atlanta for our
women. We'd like to thank Rose Carnation Ball. This
Linda Paradise for coor- special Valentine's Day
dinating this activity and, weekend promises to be'an
hey Perle, you're a jewel! !! extravaganza we'll all
remember ! !
The Phi Mu IM basketball
,,t
coached by Marissa
Until
next
week,
has been having a remember: Phi Mu the
&dengin&!
so far greatest girls at J.S.U.!

the Miss Northeast Alabama
Pageant. Also thanks to the
brothers of Phi Mu Alpha, it
was a very well organized
and entertaining pageant.

ZETA TAU
ALPHA REPORT
By CHERYL LESI'ER
The
Zeta
sisters
congratulate sister Laura
Kent who won the title of
Miss Northeast Alabama
1982last Thursday night. She
was crowned by the reigning
queen for 1981-Amanda
Smith, who is also a sister of
Zeta T m Alpha. Laura
received the talent award in
the pageant also. She was
first runner up and talent
winner in the pageant last
year. Zeta Tau Alpha wishes
Laura the best of luck in the
Miss Alabama Pageant
which will be held in May.

Monday began "Zeta
Week" which is our biannual
event that takes place before

initiation. The initiation
service will follow this
weekend. There are 23 girls
going through initiation. On
Sunday we are having a
sisterhood banquet at the
Golden Corral after church
service.
Member of the week last
week was membership
chairman Nan Jones for all
her hard work towards our
successful informal rush.
Pledge of the week was Lisa
Patterson. "Smartie Pants"
award went to Stacey
Bristow.
Zeta wishes you all a
Happy Valentine's Day
(thanks Mike) and hope you
are planning to spend it with
your favorite valentine!

201/2 East 12th Street
205-236-3597
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More than your money's worth
J

HOW can you reap over $250
of
benefits in the form of fwd and fun for just
$5? The JSU ROTC sponsors have come up
with a way. ltys a booklet of
that are
redeemable at my local restaurants and
recreation spots.
any of the restaurant coupons allow the

JSU
downs

Miles
Bill Jones Gamecocks
couldn't miss last Saturday
night as they put another win
under their belts by downing
the Miles College Golden
Bears in Pete Matthews
Coliseum.
JACKSONVILLE SHOT a
blistering 75 percent bom
the field in the first half to
race to a 5033 lead, and then
coasted the rest of the way to
a 101-85 win.
"We went out on the floor
tonight with some question
about
whether
we'd
be mentally ready to play or
not," said Jones, who had
worried
about
the
Gamecocks possibly looking
past the non-conference
opponent in the middle of the
Gulf South Conference
schedule. "I think our
players answered that. I
know it gets old with me
saying this gll the time, but
I'm proud of the way we
went to the floor and played
hard and aggressive especially our man-to-man
defense."
Despite the hot shooting,
Jones felt the Gamecocks'
defense in the first half was
the most important factor.
With Miles scoring constantly in the early stages of
play, Jacksonville shifted
from their customary zone
defense into a man-to-man, a
move which seemed to
change the complexion of the
game.
"I think we turned the
game around with 12 or 13
minutes to go in the game by
changing defenses," Jones
said. "We played as well as
we have played in the man.
We helped each other out
(See MILES,. Page 11)

bearer to receiire two meals for the price of
one or one meal for half price.
A few of the recreational coupons are for
activities like skating, bowling, and
miniature golf.
Even a photography studio is par-

J

ticipating by offering substantial didiscounts
on color family portraits.
You can spend a night out eating and
having fun for what it would have cost YOU
ten years ago. And even better than that, by
just using two or three of the coupons, the
hooklet pays for itself!

A limited number of the valuable booklets
will be on sale around campus by the R O E
sponsors and the advanced course cadets.
Get one while you can; they won't last long!

The proceeds
annual
Military Ballbein used
ipril.to

the
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Watson jumps for JSU
Tim Strickland
Sports Editor

Traveling at speeds up to seventy miles per hour, he
jumps into the air and doesn't come down until he's
traveled well over a hundred feet.
He's Robert "Bobby" Watson, Jax State's one man ski
team.
Bobby represents the University in collegiate meets
around the southeast. He competes with other schools such
as Alabama, Auburn, and Georgia. But Bobby's situation
differs greatly from his competitors' in that the other
collegiate teams have financial backing from their schools
while Bobby makes his own way. But it doesn't seem to
bother him.
"The people in the athletic department explained to me
that since the larger schools like Alabama and Auburn
make such big profits on their athletics, they can afford to
support a ski team. Jacksonville, on the other hand, just
doesn't have the funds to field a ski team."
When he was only three years old, Bobby's parents
strapped skis on his feet and took him for a ride behind their
boat. Bobby fell in love with skiing, and the affair is still
going strong.
"I could ski before I could swim," Bobby recalled.
Dr. Don Brascho, owner of Logan Martin Marine on
Logan Martin, recognized Bobby's talents when he was just
fourteen. Since then, he has progressed to the men's one
expert division.
Bobby is known throughout the southeast for his outstanding talents in the slalom and jumping portions of
competition. He doesn't participate in the trick skiing
because "it takes up too much time". However, he does

occasionally put on barefoot skiing exhibitions.
Some of Boby's more recent tournament winnings are:
2nd place jump in the Robbin's Lake open in Montgomery;
4th place in the jump at the Daytona Open in Daytona
Beach, FL; 5th place in the slalom at the AL State Championships; and 1st place in both the slalom and the jump in
the Riverside Open at Logan Martin.
Bobby was disappointed last year when he qualified for
the 1981 Southern Regionals but was unable to compete
because of torn ligaments in his foot.
"This year I will go!" Bobby exclaimed with confidence.
Training for Bobby Watson is year round. Weightlifting
and running are stressed in the winter months to maintain
strength and endurance. But nothing can replace the time
spent practicing.
Bobby spends an average of five hours a day actually on
the skis. His most valuable experience is gained each
spring when he travels to Orlando, FL to train with the
world famous skiers, Karin and Carl Roberge.
The extensive training pays off in competition. For instance, Bobby has increased his jumping distance to 141
feet from the 5'6" ramp. The world record is 179 feet. When
Bobby attains a jump of 152feet he will be allowed to jump
from the 6' ramp, a day he looks forward to with eagerness.
"It's unbelievable how much distance you gain by
jumping from the 6' ramp instead of the 5'6" ramp," said
Bobby.
The ski jumper is pulled by a boat traveling at the max 35
mph. But good skiers call hit a e ramp doing about 70 mph
by using a countei cut. A counter cut is executed by getting
wide from the boat and pulling toward the ramp.
"You must be set when you hit the ramp so that you can
kick off to obtain maximum distance," said Bobby.
"Timing is crucial when you jump."
Traveling at 70 mph and jumping from a ramp sounds
dangerous.
"It can be rough," agreed Bobby, "especially on the ribs
and knees. In competition, a skier tends to take risks to try
to win."
Safety equipment is used to reduce the risk of serious
injury. The skier wears a helmet, a jump suit (heavy wet
suit), an arm sling, knee braces, a floatation vest, and calf
high binders. The equipment must be inspected before the
skier can compete.
But even with all the safety equipment, accidents do
occur. For instance, Bobby has broken four pairs of skis in
the last four years, had a few ropes break, and has lost a ski

Bobby Watson
in the middle of a jump. A few of these happenings resulted
in nasty falls. For many of us, one hard fall would be enough
to convince us to quit. But not Bobby Watson!
"I plan on staying with it as long as I can," he remarked.
For outstanding skiers, there is money to be made-not so
much from the skiing itself, but through endorsements for
ski related companies. Bobby realizes that with his vast
knowledge of the ski game and a degree in marketing, his
future looks bright.
But for the present, he will continue to compete. This
spring, for instance, he is entered in the War Eagle Open in
Auburn, The Crimson Tide Open in Tuscaloosa, and the
Bulldog Invitational in Georgia, Bobby will also be doing an
exhibition performance at the Iron Man Water Ski Classic,
a major skiing tournament held at East Lake in Birmingham. With a little luck, he may even be part of the
competition.
Since Bobby Watson, JSU's one man ski team, receives
such little recognition for the risks he takes in the name of
the school, I think you'll agree with me that he should be
thanked.
"Hey Bobby! THANKS and GOOD LUCK! "
Bobby and his friend Brad Braschewho skis for the
University of Alabama-will be teaching recreational and
competition skiing (to include barefoot) this summer at
Logan Martin. Interested persons can call Bobby at 4354515
or 338-3496.

7

Jax wzns a slow one
Mississippi College controlled the ball for most of
the game last Monday night.
But that did the Choctaws
little good on the scoreboard
as the Gamecocks won the
slowpaced contest 52-41.

"lT WAS THE kind of
game that is hard to play
in," said Jacksonville State
coach Bill Jones "A team
which takes as much time
and patience on their shots
as Mississippi College does
puts a lot of pressure on you
every time you come down
court.
"I think it's a credit to
them - they're doing what
they feel they have to do and
they did a good job of it
tonight ."
The Choctaws' game plan
worked most of the way.
Mississippi College was

within two points of JSU with
only four minutes left.
The
win
pushed
Jacksonville to 53 in the GSC
and 8-7 overall.
The Choctaws' offensive
plan was simple: get the ball
to W S C forward Anthony
Hicks. Almost every pattern
Mississippi College ran was
designed to get the ball to the
&foot-6 strong man inside of
a seldom-miss lbfoot range.
But Jacksonville kept the
conference's scoring leader
under wraps. Although Hicks
got his 17-point per game
average, the Gamecock
defense shut him down late
in the game when the
Choctaws needed the points
most.
Anthony Robbins, Doug
Creel and Sylvester Grace
did a good job guarding
Hicks, especially Grace in

the second half.
"Hicks is a tremendous
offensive player, anybody
out there could see that,"
Jones said. "I think
Sylvester Grace came out in
the second half and did a
good job keeping him off the
board. Hicks hurt us
throughout the ball game,
although I think we did a
good job on him. He kept
them in the game for most of
the way ."
M)R MOST OF the game,
Jacksonville's offense was
freshman Robert Guyton.
The 6-5 forward from Birmingham's Jackson-Olin
High School worked the
baseline well, especially in
the first half when few others
were clicking offensively.
"In our offense, we work
off of picks down low on the
baseline," Guyton said after

the game. "I just worked
around low, got the picks .and
had some easy s h ~ t s . "
Guyton picked up 12 firsthalf points, better than half
of the Gamecocks' 23 firsthalf points. Although
guarded front and back in
the second half, Guyton still
managed to lead the
Gamecocks with a gamehigh 20 points.
The visiting Choctaws set
the pace early in the game.
Four minutes had elapsed
before the Gamecocks
scored their first bucket p d
14 minutes had expired
before Jacksonville reached
double figures.
With Hicks scoring well
early and JSU slow getting
started, Mississippi College
led during most of the first

half before a short jumper by again.
Guyton tied the score at 16all with only three minutes
Two bombs from the
left in the f i s t half.
corner by the East
After Grace and Hicks
Limestone sophomore,
swapped buekets to leave the
wrapped
around a pair of
score knotted at 18, guard
fantastic buckets by Guyton
Earl Warren made a threeone, a behind-thepoint play on a good move
backboard
scoop shot off the
inside to give the Gamecocks
glass, and the other, a Onea 21-18 lead. Jacksonville
hand stuff shot that had the
went on to a 23.20 halftime
crowd
of 1,500 cheering
lead.
wildly - pushed the
Gamecocks up by 12 before
THE SECOND HALF settling for the final 11-point
began as the first half did, margin.
Benford followed Guyton's
with Mississippi College
%point
night with 12 points
again patiently controlling
the tempo. The lead swapped of his own. Teamate Doug
hands several times in the Creel tallied nine.
Hicks' I7 points led the
first ten minutes before a
basket by Freddy Benford at Choctaws. Sam Lee tossed in
the 5 :40 mark gave JSU a 37- eight points, while Carlos
34
advantage.
The Ford and Ricky Stone each
Gamecocks never trailed got six.
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Wrestlers have three standouts
The Mid South Wrestling Tournament was
hosted by the University of the South in
Sewanee, Tennessee.
JSU wrestling did well in the tournament.
Coach Guy Foster cited three of the team
membersGary Erwin, Scott Dennis, and
Frank Hovey-as standouts.
Other schools represented at the meet
were: Tenn Tech, U of South, Ga. Tech,
Carson Newman, E. Tenn State, S.C. State,
and Furman.
Collegiate wrestling fans around the
country know the name "Gary Erwin".
Erwin is from Gardendale, AL. He made his

DENNLT

biggest mark in wrestling by placing 2nd in
the NCAA last year. Erwin has continued to
grab attention by recently winning the 1982
MidSouth Championship in the 1051b class.
Scott Dennis from Atlanta, GA. wrestles
in the 1341b class. Dennis upset three time
Mid-South Champion Allen Webb of Tennessee Tech 16-6 to win the MidSouth
Championship in his weight class.
Frank Hovey, who took second in last
year's Southern Regionals, placed second in
the 1982MidSouth Championships. Hovey is
a veteran wrestler from Chamblee, GA.

ERWIN

HOVEY

Basketball girls smash A & M
By TIM =RICKLAND
JSU's Lady Gamecocks
sunk their spurs into rival
Alabama A&M last week to
down the Bulldogs 85-76.
Coach Steve Bailey was
happy about the win.
"We played a good
ballgame. I was especially
pleased with the performance of Karen Mitchell.
It was the best game she's
played since she's been
here."
Mitchell had four steals,
twelve assists, and scored
four points.
Betty Fykes also played a

good game. She led the team
in scoring with 22 and in
rebounding with '12.
Carol Bishop was second in
scoring for the Gamecocks
with 20. Tonya Gober and Jill
Daniel had 15 points each to
round out the team's
balanced scoring.
The girls' defense was
outstanding-but then it had
to be. A&M7sMichelle Byas,
the nation's leading scorer in
collegiate women's
basketball, was held to 30
points while her team mate
Carolyn Brown, who is 10th
nationally in rebounding,

didn't score at all.
The ladies, now 3-2 in the
conference, play a very
important game
this
Saturday a t 5:00 against
UNA, the present leader in
the Northern Conference
with a 4-1 record. If JSU wins
the game they will be tied
withUNA for the conference
lead.
The team that finishes first
in the Northern Conference
willget a bye in first round
for the state tournament
while the second place team
will play the No. 3 team from
the Southern Conference.

Mabrey is eligible to play
Tony Mabrey,a transfer guard from UAB
who was picked up by JSU last year, finally
became eligible to play for the Gamecocks
just a few weeks ago under NCAA transfer
rules.
But Mabrey had only played a few
minutes in his first game when he was
stricken with pain below his right knee.
When he attempted to play in the next
game, the result was the same.
JSUcoach Bill Jones expects the NCAA to
grant Mabrey a hardship redshirt, giving
the junior a new start next season with his
full Jacksonville eligibility intact.
Mabrey's injury remains a mystery,
however. It was first feared to be a knee
injury, but doctors said that wasn't the
problem. The four doctors who have
examined Mabrey have yet to diagnose the
injury.
Jones was counting on Mabrey to step in
and give JSU an offensive lift. And Mabrey
is the type of player who could have done it.
But for Tony Mabrey, it's wait until next
year. . .
Jones says his Gamecocks, nine of whom
are new to the program this season, are

"getting better everytime out." But this
hasn't been an easy year for Jones.
"It's been the kind of season that could
give you pneumonia," he says, because
that's exactly what it has done to him.
After two consecutive seasons of winning
over 20 games, JSU stands at 9-8 with seven
regular-season games left. Jacksonville
only lost eight games last year, seven games
the year before and eight games the year
before that.
But there seems to be some real reason h r
optimism, if not for this season, at least for
next year. The play of freshmen Earl
Warren, a heady point guard, and Robert
Guyton, has been impressive a t times.
Jones is still hoping his Gamecocks will
wind up atop the Gulf South Conference
standings, but any real chance at GSC
honors seemingly should be based on the
league tournament at the end of the season.
Jones opposed the tournament last year,
and still does in principle. But the JSU coach
is now welcoming the tournament and what
amounts to a second chance with his young

team.

M i l e s

-

(Continued from Page 9)
well. I know we scored 101
points, but defensively, we
turned the game around in
the middle of the first half
with the man-to-man
defense."
FRESHMAN ROBERT
Guyton continued to perform
with the poise and maturity
of a veteran, hitting 13 of 15
shots from the field and
three of four from the foul
line to finish with a gamehigh 29 points for the
Gamecocks.

Guyton was one of many
players which caught the eye
of Jones during the night.
"Robert Guyton is a real
player to watch in the future,
but I think he's exciting to
watch right now, too," Jones
said of the 6-foot3 forward
from Birmingham's
Jackson-Olin High. "If
Robert continues to work
and make the same type of
improvement I've seen him
make since he walked on this
campus, I think the sky's the
limit for him.
I think we have some other
young players, too, that's
done well for us. Earl
Warren, Jeff McKibbon,
Rocky Wilkinson and Bret
Jones came in and didn't let
anything slip," Jones added.
"Earl comes in and makes
things happen - sometimes
good and sometimes not so
good. But it's always as hard
as he can go and as long a s
he does it that way, I don't
have any problems."
Guards Freddy Benford
and Doug Creel also continued to play solidly for
Jacksonville. Benford
followed Guyton with 16
points, his seventh straight
game in double figures,
while Creel played a steady
floor game while scoring 12
points and handing out six
assists.
ANTHONY
ROBBINS
tossed 10 points while fellow
starter David Carnegie and
Sylvester Grace both got
nine.
Miles played a fast-paced,
run-and-gun brand of
basketball and didn't waste
anytime putting things in
motion. With guard Donald
Scott hitting from long range
early, Miles managed to
keep the game close.
After the first 7% minutes
the score was tied at 16-all.
But from that point on the
Gamecock's were red-hot.
A Benford jumper with
12:03 left in the half put the
Gamecocks ahead 18-16 and
Jacksonville never trailed
again.
Over the next 10 minutes
the Gamecocks couldn't
miss, with Benford and Creel
filling it up from the outside
and Guyton having his own
way with things on the inside.

Robert Guyton lays up two

(Photo by Mike Roberts)

B~ the five-rninute mark,
Jacksonville held a 38-26
advantage and, when Guyton
put a rebound in the bucket
with five seconds left in the
half, the Gamecocks were on
top by 17 points.
~~~t~~ ravaged the
Golden Bears for 16 points in
the first half while Creel and
Benford both totaled 10
points to stake the home
team to the big halftime
lead.
WITH JONES playing
mostly substitutes in the
second half, Miles was able
to cut JSU's lead to only 11
points at 61-50 with- 12
minutes left in the game. But
the Gamecocks answered
with a 15-9 scoring advantage over the next two
minutes to put an end to the
uprising.
Anthony Farley, who had
entered the game ranked

-

1Income Tax

fourth in the nation in
with 14e6 Per
game average, managed
eight
against
Jacksonville while scoring a
team-high 23 points. Scott
followed with 18 points, 12 in
the first half, while Kenneth
Henry added 17.
The
go on the
the last time in the
regu1ar
Monday,
when Jacksonville visits
GSC-leader Livingston. The
Tigers lost their first conf e ~ n c egame of the year
Saturday night to Troy, 7069.

(
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PREPARE FOR: /!%!, (
MCAT DAT. [SAT .-ik
GMAT OCAT VAT SAT
NMB I,lI,lU,
ECFMG*
FLEX*VQE
NAT'L
DENTAL
BOARDS

I

Flexible
NURSING
Programs
BOARDS
& Hours
Qhcrc I S a diflcrencet!!

Service

The Student Accounting
Association is offering free
income tax services to all
JSU students (Federal and
AL State only) February 1025, Monday through Thursday in Room 214 MB, from
12:OO to 4:00 p.m.
Bring your W2's, interest,
dividends and all information.

I

Test Prepantton Specialists S~nce1938

For lnform~tlonPlease Call:
(205) 9394183
2130 HlGHlANO AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

Center In M a p r US Cltlsr
Toronto Puerto Hqco and Lurano. Sw~tzerland
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3 graduate from vo leyball team

Jax fails to get

By LIZE'ITE HONEYCUTI'
Stern, serious, honest, these words are used to describe
Jan Nicotra, one of this year's three graduating volleyball
players. Though small, Jan is also described as a strong
aggressive and dedicated player.
Jan came to JSU from Marietta, Ga. with a good
volleyball background which she attained while in high
school. She walked on her freshman year. Barbara Wilson
recalls being impressed with her quickness and ability to
read the other team and respond.'
For the team Jan has been an aggressive player with a
strong desire to win. She always gave her best all the time
and could not understand why everyone else couldn't give
their best all the time, coach Creel remembered.
Jan is an accounting major at JSU, and as most of you
would suppose, for the last two years you'd always see Jan
with a book in her hand. "Jan has done well in both levels
JONES
NICOTRA
SNIDER
(academic and athletic)," Coach Dreel comments, "she's
very dedicated, she'll study with flashlights when we
For coach Creel they've proved the backbone of this
traveled. "
"It has taught me how to budget my time," Jan com- year's team. Pulling together in tight spots and giving
whatever necessary to insure success.
ments on accounting vs. athletics.
The three have a good friendship and in it a unique
Healthy, wholesome and confident these words would
best describe Tammy Snider, the blonde front row player relationship; they provided leadership in the extremes- for
being aloof yet aggressive and outspoken, Nan consistent
on the volleyball team.
Tammy just became acquainted with volleyball during yet reserved and understanding and T a m y determined
high school at White Plains, Ala. She remembers that the yet down to earth.
Coach Creel attributes much of their success to their
program was just getting started. During this time, Tammy
had no designs on college volleyball, she didn't even have unity. Barbara Wilson says goodbye to the last members of
the.team that had to make their place in Jax State's
designs on college!
She came to JSU and attended tryouts, "there were athletics.
Having met the three seniors the saying remains unalready ten on the team, Tammy recalls. The tryouts were
so physical that everyone dropped out, of the two slots that contested in my books; that is, athletics builds character.
were left, Tammy had one of them. From here it was by no Or does character build the athletics.
means easy going. Tammy's knowledge of volleyball at that
time was very restricted. Barbara Wilson recalls that
Tarnrny had to begin with the basics and improve to even
compete for a position. This she did, and succeeded.
On the court, Tammy is an aggressive team player, who
gives the impression of meanness. On this, she says that,
"you
just have to try to let them know that you're not
Jacksonville
S t a t e year'stournamentconsisted
" . ..
atraua."
University Dept. of HPER of 7 teams and this year the
Coach (=reeldescribes Tammy as aggressive, if it means has had the honor of hosting team enrollment doubled.
that "she's not afraid to sweat to accomplish what she the annual Jacksonville Area
A second basketball
thinks is important." "Tammy was a player who wound up Special Olympicgames. This tournament will be held on
an athlete."
year's Special Olympics March 19 and 20 here at
Blonde, bule-eyed and comfortable are good words to began with a Coaches Jacksonville State. This will
describe Nan Jones. Comfortable because that is how you Training Conference which be the North State Tourfeel when talking with her.
was held on Sat. Jan 30, 1982 nament. Another date to
Nan is also described a s the social chairman of this year's at Pete Mathews Coliseum. remember is Thursday,
volleyball team. Why? In answer,-she is also described by There were 114 people who April 8, 1982 when the Area
(;roachCreel as compassionate, good with people and tender attended.
Games will take place.
hearted.
On Feb. 5 and 6 JSU
Thanks to those of you who
By the same token Nan is also a tough competitor at the hosted the Jacksonville Area donated time and effort and
court; capable and consistent.
Basketball Tournament. In helped make the Training
Nan described this season as her best. Her opinion is this area, emphasis on Conference and Area
supported by that of Coach Creel. "Nan improved 50 per- basketball has grown. Last Tournament a success.
cent, because Nan wanted it."
Nan was introduced to volleyball during high school at
her native Montevallo. She first came to the attention of
Barbara Wilson during state tournaments held here at JSU.
Wilson was impressed with her setting abilities and at- '
titude. Nan was promptly recruited.
Nan will be graduating this year with a physical
education major and a minor in special education. With her
TATE
experience as social chairman she should do well in both
fields.
A N L
Coach Creel describes the graduating seniors as part of
MEMBER
FDIC
an eager group. "They were second in the state when I ,
came but they weren't satisfied."

JSU hosts special olyrnpics

.

in title race
The Gamecocks started the game against Livingston with
fire in their eyes, and for most of the night it looked like they
would upset the Livingston Tigers. But when the final horn
sounded, JSU found itself on the losing end 65-59.
The loss dropped Jacksonville, 10-9 overall and 5.4 in the
conference, three games behind Livingston, now 14-8 and &
1 in the league.
JSU coach Bill Jones did manage to find a bright spot or
two despite the loss.
"I think our players went out and played exceptionally
hard," Jones said. "At one point in the first half we led 22-11
and had things going our way. We carried the game to them
and did a good job with our man-to-man defense, holding
Livingston to 30 percent for the game."
A telling statistic for the Tigers was foul shooting, where
they knocked in 31 of 33.
Jones also felt the crowd was a big factor. Although
Livingston's Pruitt Hall seats only 1,500 the fans are less
than four feet from the action and are very vocal.
"I think the crowd helped them down the stretch. When
we had the lead and could have put them away, their fans
wouldn't let them quit," Jones said.
Jacksonville was also hurt by the effects of a flu-like
illness suffered by freshman tnbert Guyton in the first half.
The illness limited his play in the second half. After tallying
nine points before halftime, Guyton went scoreless in the
final period.
After scoring the first point of the game on a foul shot,
Livingston scored only one basket from the field for the next
seven minutes while Jacksonville ran out to an 11-point lead
early.
Anthony Robbins led Jacksonville with 19 points and 10
rebounds. Doug Creel scored 11 points before,fouling out
with 5 minutes to go.
Terry led Livingston with 25 points, while Cotchery added
19 and Walker 10.

'I think our
players went
out and played
exceptionally
hard. ' -Jones
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STUDY IN EUROPE
The University of Louvain (est. 1425)
Leuven, Belguim
offers
COMPLETE PROGRAMMES IN PHILOSOPHY
FOR THE DEGREES OF B.A., M.A., AND Ph.D.
plus A JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD PROGRAMME
All Courses Are In English
fuition is 11,500 Beguim Franks ( 23006)
Write To: Secretary English Programmes
Kardinaal Mercierplein 2
3.3000 Leuven, Belguim

Home Owned & Operated

LOBBY 9AM - 2PM, M-TH, FRI. 9AM - 2PM 8 4PM

DRIVE IN WINDOW: OPEN 8:30AM 4PM, M-TH,
FRI. TILL 6PM
*

6PM

I

TRAINING: naining programs offering earl; managerial and
technical responsibilities. Immediate opening in aviation management.

PILOTS NAVIGATORS SYSTEMS OPERATORS
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BS/BA degree (summer graduates
may inquire). Applicants must be no more than 29 years old. Relocation
required. Applicants must pass aptitude and physical examinations
and qualify for security clearance. U.S. citizenship required.
BENEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days' earned annual
vacation. Medical/dental/low cost life insurance coverage and other
tax-free incentives. Dependents' benefits available. Extensive training
program provided. Promotion program included.

Main Office, 817 S. Pelham Rd, Jacksonville

435-7894
107 Moin, W e a v e r

820-3500

2 Public S q . , J'ville
VISA

435-6370

See the Officer Information T e a m on campus Februay 16 to 18,1982 at Student Union
Call toll free 1from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

800-392-1548.

